The AGM External Battery Pack Kit is the power source for extended operational time for AGM NVG night vision binoculars devices.

Takes two CR123A Lithium batteries (or CR123 type rechargeable batteries) or four AA size Alcaline batteries (or AA size rechargeable batteries). The unit is equipped with cable with Lemo connector. The operating time of AGM NVG with External Battery Pack Kit is up to 80 hours.

The NVG with installed optional NVG Interface Shoe with Connector can be used in conjunction with the Battery Pack for longer run times. When the Battery Pack is connected, it works in conjunction with an internal NVG power source.

When NVG is used as goggle system, the Battery Pack can be installed with Battery Pack Bracket or Nylon Bag on the back side of the helmet or headgear.

The Battery Pack connects to the NVG Interface Shoe using the Lemo connector.

AGM External Battery Pack Kit G50 includes: Battery Pack, NVG Interface Shoe with Connector, Velcro® Battery Case Holder.